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Classification of Thai Tone Sequences
in Syllable-Segmented Speech Using

the Analysis-by-Synthesis Method

Siripong Potisuk, Mary P. Harper, and Jack Gandour

Abstract—Tone classification is important for Thai speech recognition
because tone affects the lexical identification of words. An analysis-
by-synthesis algorithm for classifying Thai tones in syllable-segmented
speech is presented that uses an extension to Fujisaki’s model for
tone languages that incorporates tonal assimilation and declination. The
classifier correctly identifies all of the tones in 89.1% of the test utterances.

Index Terms—Analysis-by-synthesis, intonation, lexical tone classifica-
tion, speech processing, spoken Thai, tonal assimilation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tone, which is indicated by contrasting variations inF0 at the
syllable level, is an important part of a speech understanding system
for tone languages (e.g., Chinese, Thai) because it signals differences
in lexical meaning. This correspondence describes a tone classifica-
tion algorithm for Thai tones. Thai has five contrasting lexical tones
traditionally labeled mid (M), low (L), falling (F), high (H), and
rising (R). The following examples illustrate the effect that tone has
on meaning: M /khaa/ (“to get stuck”); L /khàa/ (“a kind of spice”);
F /khâa/ (“to kill”); H /kháa/ (“to engage in trade”); and R /khăa/
(“leg”). AverageF0 contours of the five Thai tones, as produced in
isolation, are presented in Fig. 1 [1]. Perceptual investigations have
revealed thatF0 height and shape carry sufficient information for high
intelligibility of Thai tones [10]. The problem of tone classification in
Thai speech can be simply stated as finding the best sequence of tones
given an input speech signal. Since tone is a property of the syllable,
each tone is associated with a syllable of the utterance. Because the
primary acoustic correlate of tone isF0 and Thai has five distinct
F0 contours, the problem is to find the best possible combination of
F0 tonal contour patterns that closely match the inputF0 contour.
Fig. 2 compares theF0 realization of an FHRL sequence when each
monosyllabic word is spoken in isolation (see top panel) to when all
four tones are spoken naturally in running speech (see bottom panel).
The tones produced on isolated words are very similar to those in
Fig. 1. The tones produced on words in continuous speech are much
more difficult to identify.

Several interacting factors affectF0 realization of tones: syllable
structure, tonal assimilation, stress, and intonation. Syllable structure
affects tone classification due to thecontinuity effecton the F0
contour [4] in terms of the voiced/unvoiced property of contiguous
phones. A continuously voiced stretch of speech has a continuous
F0 contour; a stretch of speech with intervening voiceless obstruents
has a discontinuousF0 contour. There are also consonantally-induced
perturbations on theF0 contour of the following vowel [9].
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Fig. 1. AverageF0 contours of the five Thai tones produced in isolation by
a male speaker (adapted from Abramson [1]).

Sequences of adjacent tones may influence each other phonetically.
Changes in the phonetic manifestation of tones attributable to adjacent
tones in continuous speech is calledtonal assimilation.Research on
tonal assimilation has received much attention in the Thai phonetics
literature [2], [11], [21]. Gandouret al. [11] developed a quantitative
procedure to continuously track the height and slope ofF0 contours
to assess assimilation effects. In [21], Potisuket al. used three-tone
sequences in running speech to measure tonal assimilation effects. It
was found that tonal assimilation affects both the height and shape of
the tonal contours, that these effects do not extend beyond contiguous
tones, and that the direction of the assimilation is primarily from left
to right.

For standard Thai, stress has been consistently reported to be a
rule-governed, phonetic characteristic of the language [26]. Duration
appears to be the predominant cue in signaling stress in Thai [20].
Potisuk et al. [20] reported that, in continuous speech, despite
systematic changes inF0 contours, all five tonal contrasts are
preserved in unstressed as well as stressed syllables. However,F0

contours of stressed syllables more closely approximate the contours
in citation forms than those of unstressed syllables.

Intonation, the pattern of pitch changes that extend over larger-
sized linguistic units such as phrases or sentences may signal gram-
matical as well as attitudinal meaning.F0 values of tones are
affected by sentence intonation to varying degrees [7]. An important
characteristic of intonation is declination [7], which refers to a gradual
modification over the course of a phrase or utterance against which
the phonologically-specified, localF0 targets are scaled.

Concerning the interdependence of these factors, only the declina-
tion effect is hypothesized to be independent. That is, the declination
effect is superimposed on the already-perturbedF0 contour due to
syllable structure, stress, and tonal assimilation. The temporal extent
of assimilatory effects on tone are likely to be affected by syllable
structure as well as stress. To systematically study the interactions
among all of these factors would involve the collection of massive
amounts of speech data. In this paper, we will take into account the
effects of tonal assimilation and declination.

The design of a tone classifier involvesF0 extraction and pattern
matching. Much of the tone classification research [5], [6], [14], [16],
[18], [23]–[25], [27] has focused on Chinese (Mandarin, Cantonese,
and standard Chinese). Several have considered only words in isola-
tion [6], [14], [16], [18], [27]; others have hand-segmented the speech
data into syllables [5]. Pattern matching is often based on hidden
Markov models (HMM’s); however, some use neural networks [5],
[16]. No research on Thai tone classification, whether in isolation
or in continuous speech, has ever been attempted. To construct a
tone classifier for Thai, we adopt an abstract model of the speech
perception process [12],analysis-by-synthesis.The major claim of

this theoretical model is that listeners perceive (analyze) speech by
implicitly generating (synthesizing) speech from what they have heard
and then comparing the synthesized speech to the auditory stimulus.
In Thai, the analysis module generates hypothesized tone sequences
from the inputF0 contour; the synthesis module generates predicted
F0 contours to match against the input contour. The synthesis module
of our tone classifier is based on an extension of Fujisaki’s model [8]
for synthesizingF0 contours in tone languages.

II. A N EXTENSION OF FUJISAKI’S MODEL

OF F0 CONTOURS TO TONE LANGUAGES

Fujisaki [8] observed that anF0 contour generally contains a
smooth rise–fall pattern in the vicinity of the accented Japanesemora
(a unit of syllable quantity). Differences in rise–fall patterns seem to
be attributable to the accent type, and these rise–fall patterns appear
to be superimposed on a base line that initially rises and gradually
falls toward the end of the phrase or utterance regardless of the accent
type. He hypothesized that the observedF0 contour can be considered
as the response of the phonatory system to a set of suprasegmental
commands: the phrase (utterance) and the accent command. The
phrase command produces the base line component while the accent
command produces the accent component of anF0 contour. Hence,
Fujisaki proposed a functional model for generating anF0 contour
based on the idea of approximatingF0 contours as the response of a
critically damped second-order linear system to excitation commands.
The model is considered a superpositional model because it additively
superimposes a basicF0 value (Fmin), a phrase component, and an
accent component together on a logarithmic scale. The logarithmic
frequency scale is based on the biomechanical considerations of
the speech apparatus. In short, the outputF0 contour is a linear
combination ofFmin, a phrase component, and an accent component.
A block diagram of the model is shown in Fig. 3. The control
mechanisms of the two components are realized as critically damped
second-order linear systems responding to rectangular functions.
Mathematically speaking, anF0 contour of an utterance generated
from the model has the following functional form:

lnF0(t) = lnFmin+
I

i=1

Api[Gpi(t�T0i)�Gpi(t�T3i)]

+
J

j=1

Aaj[Gaj(t�T1j)�Gaj(t�T2j)] (1)

where Gpi(t) = �it exp(��it)u(t) and Gaj(t) = [1� (1 +
�jt) exp(��jt)]u(t); u(t) = unit step function, indicate the step
response function of the corresponding control mechanism to the
phrase and accent command, respectively.Fmin is the lower limit
of F0 below which vocal fold vibration cannot be sustained in the
glottis of a speaker.Api andAaj are the amplitudes of the phrase
and accent commands, respectively.T0i and T3i denote the onset
and offset of theith phrase command;T1j andT2j denote the onset
and offset of thejth accent command. The�i and �j are time
constant parameters characterizing a second-order system.I andJ
are the number of phrases and accented mora, respectively, contained
in the utterance. The damping coefficient, which also characterizes
a second-order system, is unity in the case of a critically damped
system.

The phrase component captures the global variation (declination
effect) while the accent component captures local variations (accent
effect) in theF0 contour. The model is able to approximate naturally
producedF0 contours very accurately using only a small number
of control parameters: the time constant parameters of the phrase
and accent control mechanisms and the timing and amplitudes of
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Differences in theF0 realization of tones in an FHRL sequence when (a) each word is spoken in isolation and (b) when the whole utterance is
naturally spoken. From top to bottom in each display is the waveform, phonemic transcription, energy contour,F0 contour, and wide band spectrogram.

the phrase and accent commands. The parameters can be empirically
obtained by a curve-fitting method (i.e., minimizing the mean square
error between the rawF0 contour and that of the model) on a
logarithmic scale. Fujisaki concluded from his experimental results
that the time constant parameters and damping coefficients could
be held constant without seriously affecting the resulting outputF0

contour.
In Japanese, theF0 realization of local pitch accents results only

in rise–fall patterns in theF0 contour. However, in the case of
Thai, local F0 variations due to tones result in a combination of
both rise–fall patterns (e.g., F) and fall-rise patterns (e.g., R). As a
result, a model for tone languages will consist of two components,

the phrase and tone control mechanisms, driven by the phrase and
tone commands. The phrase command and phrase control mechanism
are used to capture the declination effect; the tone command and
tone control mechanism are used to capture tone types. Instead of
a base line, the phrase command will produce a midline. The tone
commands in both positive and negative directions with respect to
the midline will produce local contours corresponding to tone types,
which are superimposed on the midline. As before, the model is
characterized by time constant parameters and command amplitudes
and their temporal locations. Critical damping is assumed for both the
phrase and tone control mechanisms; hence, the damping coefficient
is always unity. Our extension of Fujisaki’s model to tone languages
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the Fujisaki’s model for synthesizingF0 contours.

Fig. 4. Our extension of Fujisaki’s original model ofF0 contours to tone languages.

is illustrated in Fig. 4. Analogous to that of Fujisaki’s original
model, the tone synthesis model has the following mathematical
expression:

lnF0(t) = lnFmin+
I

i=1

Api[Gpi(t�T0i)�Gpi(t�T3i)]

+
J

j=1

K(j)

k=1

At; jk[Gt; jk(t�T1jk)�Gt; jk(t�T2jk)]

(2)

where Gpi(t) = �it exp(��it)u(t) and Gt; jk(t) = [1� (1 +
�jkt) exp(��jkt)]u(t); u(t) = unit step function, indicate the step
response function of the corresponding control mechanism to the
phrase and tone command, respectively.Fmin is the smallestF0 value
in the F0 contour of interest.Api andAt; jk are the amplitudes of
the phrase and tone command, respectively.T0i andT3i denote the
onset and offset of theith phrase command.T1jk andT2jk denote
the onset and offset of thekth component of thejth tone command.
�i and �jk are time constant parameters characterizing a second-
order system.I; J; andK(j) are the number of phrases, tones, and
components of thejth tone, respectively, contained in the utterance. It
is noted that the logarithmic scale will be replaced by an equivalent-
rectangular- bandwidth-rate (ERB) scale, which is comparable to the
logarithmic scale [13] and offers an advantage in that it gives equal
prominence to excursions in different pitch registers. This is important
in the analysis of, for example, theF0 contours of male and female
speech.

Based on this model, an input sequence of tones can be used to
generate a contour for the sequence, which can then be used as a refer-

ence pattern for our tone classification algorithm. Tones in continuous
speech are affected by stress, syllable structure, tonal assimilation,
and declination. These linguistic factors can be incorporated into the
model in terms of the tone command amplitudes and their temporal
locations. To examine all of these factors jointly would require the
collection of an extensive corpus of acoustic data to train the model.
Here, we focus ontonal assimilationand declination.

The sentences used for setting the parameters for the synthesis
module consisted of the 125 possible three-tone sequences from the
five Thai tones, superimposed on monosyllabic words in a carrier
sentence with a fixed syntactic and prosodic environment (see [21]
for more detail, including the list of sentences). The syntactic frame
was: subject+ verb+ object+ post-verb auxiliary. The last word,
/jùu/, which carries a low tone, was held constant while the first
three words were varied to give all 125 three-tone sequences. The
stress pattern of the carrier sentence (all stressed) was invariant in
order to eliminate the potentially confounding interaction between
stress and tonal assimilation. The last word in the sentence was
stressed by virtue of being in a sentence-final position. All four
words began and ended with a sonorant, and so the sentence was
continuously voiced throughout. A reading task was chosen to control
the syntactic, prosodic, and segmental characteristics of the spoken
sentences. A reading task provides a compromise between naturalness
and the needed control for this prosodic research [17]. A total of
five (three male and two female) monodialectal speakers from the
Bangkok metropolitan area were instructed to read target sentences
at a conversational rate. A total of 625 utterances were recorded (125
sequences� 5 speakers) for the training set.

The tape-recorded stimuli were low-pass filtered at 10 kHz and dig-
itized at a sampling rate of 20 kHz by means of a 16-b A/D converter
with a 5-V dynamic range using the Kay CSL (computerized speech
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Fig. 5. F0 contours of the same utterance by three different speakers, time-normalized without (top panel) and with (bottom panel) syllable
by-syllable-temporal alignment. The vertical axis is in terms of a z-score scale which normalizes theF0 values to neutralize interspeaker variability.

Fig. 6. Actual and the synthesizedF0 contours based on the extension to Fujisaki’s model for a continuously voiced utterance with an HLFHR tone sequence
(top panel). The bottom panel shows a plot of the amplitudes and temporal locations of the tone commands.

lab) Model 4300 installed on a Gateway 2000 P5-90 microcomputer.
F0 was computed directly from the waveform using a CSL algorithm
that employs a time-domain approach to pitch analysis (modified
autocorrelation with center clipping) with nonoverlapping variable
frame length. For a particular speaker, frame length was determined
by his/her pitch range to ensure that there were at least two complete
cycles within a frame. The resulting rawF0 contours were smoothed
using median filtering and linear interpolation. Syllable onset and

offset were determined from a simultaneous display of a wide-band
spectrogram, energy contour,F0 contour and audio waveform using
conventional rules for segmentation of the speech signal [15].

A syllable-by-syllable temporal alignment procedure was used,
instead of a linear time normalization, because the temporal variations
of an utterance within and across speakers do not seem to be due to
uniform stretching and shrinking of segments [20]. First, an average
duration for every syllable in the utterance is obtained by averaging
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TABLE I
FUJISAKI’S MODEL PARAMETERS FOR AN UTTERANCE WITH AN HLFHR SEQUENCE. NOTE THAT THE LAST TONE (R) HAS TWO COMPONENTS

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the tone classifier.

across all corresponding syllable durations in all tonal sequences of all
speakers. A ratio expressed in the percent of each average syllable
duration to the average total utterance duration is then computed.
Finally, a syllable-by-syllable linear time normalization is performed
on each utterance based on the ratio for each syllable. A result of
the syllable-by-syllable temporal alignment procedure is illustrated in
Fig. 5. After time-normalization, differences in the excursion size of
F0 movements related to differences in voice range between speakers
were normalized by converting rawF0 values to an ERB scale [13].
A z-score normalization is then employed to account for pitch range
differences across speakers based on the precomputed mean and
standard deviation from all utterances. This method has the effect of
making the first- and second-order moments of the pitch distributions
the same [22].

Since our tone synthesis model is based on the principle of
superposition, the phrase component parameters can be determined
separately from the tone component parameters. The phrase command
parameters, which account for the declination effect, are determined
by fitting an exponential curve to theF0 contour. To parameterize
the tone command, the declination effect is removed by subtracting
the exponential curve used as the response function of the phrase
control mechanism. Then, eachF0 contour is processed from left to
right, tone by tone, and the parameter values of the tone component
are determined by a curve-fitting method [19]. TheF0 contour
was optimized on a tone-by-tone basis so that the preceding tone
commands will not be affected by the following optimization process.

A test of the trained tone-based Fujisaki’s model is shown in Fig. 6,
which plots the actual and synthesizedF0 contour (see top panel)
from the analysis of an utterance with an HLFHR tone sequence
spoken by a single speaker. The step-wise plot of the amplitude and
temporal locations of each tone command is presented in the bottom

panel. The synthesizedF0 contour closely approximates the actual
F0 contour. Table I lists the values of the parameters for the Fujisaki
model for the HLFHR tone sequence. Although the model was trained
on three-tone sequences, the synthesized five-tone sequence closely
matches the actual contour from a sentence containing five stressed
and voiced monosyllabic words.

III. T HE TONE CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

The block diagram of our tone classifier is shown in Fig. 7. The
first three blocks represent the feature extraction step which produces
normalizedF0 contours; the last three represent the tone classification
step. Feature extraction on the test sentences was the same as for
the training sentences. The resulting smoothed and normalizedF0

contour for each of the test sentences was then segmented by hand
into syllable units because of the unavailability of an implemented
syllable segmentation algorithm for Thai.

The tone classification step is based on the analysis-by-synthesis
method. The first step is to identify the possible tone sequences in
the extractedF0 contour. These sequences are used to synthesizeF0

contours using our trained Fujisaki model. The resulting contours are
then compared to the smoothed and normalized inputF0 contour in
the pattern matching module. To avoid generating all possible tone
sequences to match against a test sentence, peak-and-valley analysis
is used to reduce the number of reference templates. Given the
smoothed, normalized and segmentedF0 contour for a test sentence,
local extreme (peaks and valleys) are detected by using first and
second derivatives. The derivative at any point in the contour, except
for the first two and last two points, is computed by calculating the
linear regression coefficients of a group of fiveF0 values consisting
of the current point, and its preceding and following two points.
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TABLE II
A LIST OF TEST SENTENCES FOR THEAUTOMATIC TONE CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

The locations of these extreme coupled with syllable boundary
information are then used to determine all possible tone sequences.
Only a falling tone can follow if a maximum occurs on a given
syllable, and a rising or the high tone can follow if a minimum occurs.
If a maximum occurs at or in the vicinity of a syllable boundary, the
preceding tone can either be a high or a rising tone. If a minimum
occurs at or in the vicinity of a syllable boundary, the preceding
tone can either be a mid or a low tone, or a sequence of two falling
tones. These rules reduce the number of possible reference templates
generated by the synthesis module, and thus, reduces the running
time of the pattern matching module. The tone sequences predicted
by peak-and-valley analysis are then used to generate referenceF0

contours for pattern matching against the smoothed and normalized
input contour. Zero-lag cross correlation was used as a measure of
goodness of fit to rank the results.

A classification test was performed on a set of 55 test utterances
consisting of 11 sentences with varying tone sequences (see Table II)
spoken by the same five speakers as the training set. The sentences
were chosen to represent varying degrees of movement in theF0

contour. In particular, they were chosen to test the effectiveness of
each of the peak-and-valley rules together with tonal assimilation
(e.g., 3, 5), as well as the method of handling of the declination
effect (e.g., 10, 11). As in the training set, each test sentence
contained four stressed monosyllabic words that are continuously
voiced throughout. The classification test was performed on each
of the 55 test utterances to obtain the cross correlation coefficients
between the input contour and the predicted contours. In this ex-
periment, the peak-valley analysis module generated at most six
tone sequences; hence, only six reference templates were generated
by the F0 synthesis module for matching. Table III shows the
cross-correlation coefficients for the input sequence FHRL. For this
sequence, the four-tone sequence with the greatest cross correlation
coefficient is the target sequence. Note that for speaker 3, the
algorithm was able to identify the correct tone sequence despite the
somewhat low coefficient values.

The algorithm misclassified six of the 55 test utterances. Five of
these errors resulted from the misclassification of the fourth tone
in sequence 11 for each speaker (M was misclassified as L). The
remaining error involved the misclassification of H, the fourth tone
in sequence 6, as R. Of the six misclassified utterances, three would
have been the second choice, one the third choice, and two the
fifth choice out of a set of six possible tone sequences. This result
emphasizes the importance of extracting N-best tone sequences for

TABLE III
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR THEINPUT SEQUENCE FHRL. THE

MAXIMUM COEFFICIENT, HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLDFACE FOREACH

SPEAKER IS THE BEST SEQUENCE OFTONES GIVEN THE MODEL

the word hypothesizer; the correct tone sequence may be recovered at
a later stage by using other linguistic constraints. Overall 89.1% of the
four tone sequences were correctly classified. The errors associated
with the 11th test sentence suggest that the synthesis module did not
produce reliableF0 contours for the sentence-final syllables. Having
ignored the stress effects, this is to be expected because sentence-final
syllables in Thai exhibit a higher level of prominence than the others
in the sentence due to prepausal lengthening. It is also possible that
concomitant voice quality differences in tones, which were ignored in
the synthesis module, might improve tonal classification in prepausal
positions. We further observe that confusion occurs between M and L,
and thus leads to a misclassification. However, this misclassification
is unidirectional (M! L). This is phonetically plausible because of
the relative positions of M and L in the Thai tonal space [3] (see
Fig. 1). With the declination-induced narrowing of the tonal space in
utterance-final position, mid tones are more likely to gravitate toward
the floor of the tonal space. The low tone already occupies the floor
of the tonal space.

Although the present implementation of the tone classification algo-
rithm produces promising results, more work is needed to incorporate
additional linguistic constraints into the model. Automatic methods
of performing syllable segmentation on the training and test sentences
should be developed; automatic parameter extraction for training the
synthesis module should be implemented; the training set should be
expanded to model stress effects and varying syllable structures.
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